TWINKLE TIME: A HIGH ENERGY, EDUCATIONAL, BILINGUAL POP MUSIC
SHOW EXPERIENCE FOR FAMILIES AND KIDS OF ALL AGES
Into the bright and colorful world of children’s entertainment shoots Twinkle,
a sparkling star who makes children everywhere laugh and learn through the
universal language of music! Straight from the heart of Twinkle herself comes
Twinkle Time, a bilingual English/Spanish show that fuses education, language,
arts, and pop culture into the hottest kids’ phenomenon to hit the scene. What
scene is that you ask? Just think of the most awesome scene you have ever
seen in your life and multiply it by infinity! (You can take a moment or two to do
the math. No calculators please.) Twinkle teaches her colorful cast of friends
(and subsequently the audience) about core values like kindness, empathy, selfworth, and respect for others through all-original music –(musica bilingue. )

Raised speaking only Spanish until the age of three, La Peruanita Twinkle thinks
knowing more than one language is super cool! She also knows a lot of kids
resist speaking their first language once they master English. Twinkle sprinkles
Spanish words and phrases throughout her English-language songs as well as
sings a few tunes solely en Español. Whether you’re a native or novice speaker,
Twinkle encourages EVERYONE to learn and practice Spanish!
So are you ready? Twinkle and her friends provide a safe and fun
environment in which children can learn and grow through catchy, hummable pop
tunes that get everyone “Movin’ and Groovin,” – even parents and teachers.
(Yes, we can see you back there shakin’ your booty to the beat. It’s cool.) Get
ready to Blink 3 Times because it’s Twinkle Time!

Character Building/Music Appreciation
“Its Ok 2 Be Me” - “A Mi Me Gusta Ser Yo”
Every child struggles with self-confidence at one time or another. By refusing to be just
like everybody else, Twinkle honors her “crazy, goofy, mix-matched” style and
personality. In doing so, she not only shows us it is more than okay to be the unique
individuals we all are, but also teaches us to embrace diversity in others!
“Team”
Teamwork doesn’t always come easy to kids. In this song, Twinkle teaches us all that
when we all work together as a team, there is no limit to what we can accomplish!
“Best Friends”- “Amigos”
Do you have a best friend? Or two best friends? Or even a million?! “Be nice and break
the ice” by bringing them along to dance with you in this song that celebrates kindness
and friendship!
“Dream Big”
Think back to your favorite childhood dream. (No, not the one where you are riding on
top of a giant Chihuahua flying over a rainbow.) Get ready to rock out to this anthem
about working hard to become something you really, really want to be!
“The Big 3R's”
Do you know what the big three R's are? You will! Bob your head to the beat as Twinkle
teaches everyone that being “Responsible, Respectful, and Ready To Learn” can be a
lot more fun than being mean to each other.

“Super Hero”
Fear and self-doubt can be synonymous with growing up. Twinkle shares a little secret
with everyone when she reveals that the key to overcoming our fears lies in facing them
head-on. Suit up,Super Hero. Your destiny awaits!
“Cleanin Machine”
Arguably every parent’s favorite song, this catchy tune makes everyone want to get up
and clean up all at once! Vamos a limpiar!
“L-O-V-E”
We all have favorite things we say we love, like rainbows, basketballs and books.
Twinkle believes the most important love is the kind we show our friends and family!
Wave your hands in the air to this pure pop party about something there can never be
too much of in the world. Group hug!
“Made In The USA”
Most children can name the state where they live, but memorizing all 50 in alphabetical
order definitely poses a challenge. This award-winning rock song is actually a
mnemonic device in disguise! It’s also peppered with fun facts everyone will enjoy!
“Move and Groove” – “Todos A Bailar”
Who's ready to just cut loose and shake that booty?! Twinkle and Friends teach music
and dance appreciation in this addicting tune. Put your listening ears on, because
whatever Twinkle does, you have to do during this interactive dance-off!

Teachers Guide

Twinkle Time
www.twinkleandfriends.com

Curriculum Focus
Character Building/Language/Visual Arts/Music Appreciation
Prek- 3rd Grade

Twinkle Time Show Goals
Teaching Kids to have fun while learning important life lessons through song and
dance ie: songs like “It’s O.K. 2 Be Me” and “Dream Big” to name a few.
Teaching and Encouraging Kids to appreciate another language.
Before The Show:
Spanish Basics Numbers/Numeros
1- Uno
2 - Dos
3- Tres
4- Cuatro
5- Cinco
6- Seis
7- Siete
8- Ocho
Spanish Basic Words and Phrases
Hello - Hola
Friends- Amigos
Good Morning- Buenos Dias
Until Next Time- Hasta Pronto
Remind Students about Rock Star Audience Behavior
To be Responsible, Respectful and Ready to Rock Out Like Little Rock Stars
Throw your thinking caps on, put your listening ears on and get ready to ROCK it
out TWINKLE TIME style!

Follow Up Activities
Ask The Kids to journal or draw a picture of what they would want to be when
they grow up when they "Dream Big!"

Twinkle will be leaving the Teachers with a work sheet with a map of the 50
states that correlates with her song "Made in the USA"
Questions
1) What Country do we live in?
Answer USA
2) How many states are in the USA?
Answer 50
3) What State do you live in?
4) How many states start with the letter A? Answer 4
5) Find the state that starts with the letter D? Answer Delaware
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